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Student resources faculty survey 
Widespread faculty dissatisfaction? 
In light of the continued student and faculty 
interest in all aspects of University Ad-
ministrative policy and an all incompassing 
spectrum of issues, the Student Resources 
Committee presents the tenative results of the 
Faculty Survey. The purpose of the polling, as 
stated, "is to find out if there is indeed 
widespread faculty dissatisfaction, and if so, 
about what." 
 
To legitimize the results, it was necessary to 
reprint in full the instructions given to faculty 
members. Each survey was had delivered to 
faculty by members of the Student Resources 
Committee to departmental secretaries. The 
envelopes were sent with a return envelope en-
closed and asked to be returned no later than 
Monday, April 24. Results were tabulated and 
received until Wednesday, April 26. 
This is an example of the actual survey 
distributed to Faculty: 
At a recent Student Forum, President Phibbs 
was asked about alleged faculty discontent at 
the University of Puget Sound. His reply to 
students was: "Go to the Faculty and ask  
them." In response to President Phibbs' com-
ment, we have prepared a survey questionnaire 
that is presently being distributed to each 
faculty member. 
The purpose of the survey is to find out if 
there is indeed widespread faculty dissatisfac-
tion, and if so, about what. Would you please 
fill out the following questionnaire, seal it in 
the enclosed envelope, and leave it with your 
departmental secretaries. A designated 
representative of the Student Resources Com-
mittee of the Associated Student Body, will 
pick up the sealed envelope. This is for ease of 
collection, and safety purposes only Before 
any enveloped are opened, the entire stack will 
mixed and shuffled so that it will be impossible 
to identify responses by individual departmen-
ts. 
Results will be tabulated and copies will be 
made available to faculty and published in the 
TRAIL. You will notice that there is no place for 
you to sign the questionnaire. This is to insure 
complete anonymity You will not be identified 
personally with the responses you give, nor  
will you responses be categorized with your 
particular department. We are simply in-
terested in the general faculty feelings. 
If you have any questions, please contact the 
ASB office at x3273. 
Please return this questionnaire to your 
departmental secretary no later than Monday, 
April 24. 
The purpose of the study was and is not to 
discredit or damage the reputation of any Ad-
ministrator or member of the university com-
munity, but rather to provide another fashion of 
ronow-up concerning the controversies being 
raised over the past couple of weeks. The sur-
vey is a benefit to all in that it gives faculty 
members a chance to expose these satisfactions 
and dissatisfactions in a neutral manner, 
necessary to a democratic process of 
evaluation. It must be reminded that these are 
individual responses and opinions of faculty 
members, and not general concensus of faculty 
as a whole. 
The Student Resources Committee is present-
ly compiling a much broader student survey  
and thus far has received many responses, to be 
evaluated and published this coming week. 
In order to follow up on additional infor-
mation, Tuesday, May 2, ASUPS will hold a 
Senate Forum in the SUB Lounge at 6:00 p.m. 
Any further responses received will be 
discussed. The Senate hopes to use these 
results and Student-Faculty-Administrative 
feedback at the forum to positively begin to 
tackle any problems, and to recognize satisfac-
tions of present administrative policy. The 
Student Resources Committe is a service 
project committee through the Associated 
Students of the University of Puget Sound. 
Question asked: "There has been con-
siderable discussion on campus concerning the 
extent of faculty dissatisfaction over general 
University Governance. What. in fact, is your 
personal degree of satisfaction/dissatisfaction? 
Unofficial results based on 86 responses out 
of 156 surveys sent out (55%). 
strongly satisfied 
Satisfied 
No feelings 
Dissatisfied 
Strongly dissatisfied 
Number of surveys received 
Strongly Satisfied Category 
The results from this category include the 
major responses from each (Strongly Satisfied) 
Survey received up to this time. 
Agreement with the University's present 
philosophical priorities and the direction in 
which the University is headed. 
_ 	
-Administration has operated with an intent 
to be fair. 
-The Administration has been strongly 
misunderstood by the local press, community, 
and students. 
-Administration is open and accessible. 
-Willing to take advice from Faculty. 
-The Administration arrives at decisions 
rationally and fairly. 
-Sound direction towards academics by 
stressing curriculum reform. 
-The Administration has strengthened the 
faculty and has respected a healthy pluralism. 
-The University commnity shouldn't blow up 
minor anxieties into something larger. There 
will always be disagreements over policy. 
-Administration demonstrates its commit-
tment to UPS by putting in more time than any 
other constituency. 
-Administration is easily accessible to 
students and faculty. 
-There is ample opportunity for involvement 
in decision making. 
-President PhibbsandDean Davis have given 
a leadership with vision, and a lively at-
mosphere. 
-It seems there is less dissatisfaction with the 
process than with some of the final decisions. 
i.e., Athletics. 
-Good leadership and promotion of rational 
decision making. 
-Agreement with philosophies and university 
governance. 
-Can't please all the people all the time -
tough decisions have to be made. 
-Our present governance structure is ap-
propriate to a small university. 
-President Phibbs is willing to make hard 
decisions for the good of the University. 
-Agrees . with tenure and promotion 
decisions, the Administration stresses quality 
teaching-students can only gain. 
-Strong agreement with athletic decision. 
-There have been necessary improvements in 
faculty, with more emphasis on academic 
programs. 
-The Administration really uses faculty and 
student input when making decisions. i.e.. 
Facutly tenure promotion, the new curriculum. 
-Facts are often distorted by people who are 
dissatisfied for personal reasons. 
-Came here because of the President and 
Dean Davis and their concern  for faculty input. 
Number of surveys recieved 
27 
22 
12 
14 
21 
86 
-People who don't like it should leave. 
10.-The President and Dean are very decent and 
honest and work tirelessly for the betterment of 
the University. 
-The Administration has helped in the 
upgrading of the University. 
	 • 
11.-The University is making great progress un-
der President Phibb's leadership. There has 
been progress toward educational goals. 
-Budgeting squeezes are expected because 
of inflation. 
-Have been satisfied with the proposed 
governance changes. 
-Those who are aggrieved parties are putting 
their own future ahead of the University. 
12.-UPS is a rewarding and exciting place to 
study and teach due to improved academic 
quality. 
13.-No complaints. 
14.-President Phibbs has greatly improved the 
intellectual climate of the University. 
-President Phibbs has changed the UPS party 
image-good job. 
15.-Improving the quality of students and 
faculty has resulted in better faculty and better. 
SAT scores. 
16.-The President's Centennial Campaign is the 
best hope for solving salary problems. 
17.-Agres wholeheartedly with the current ad- • 
ministration's policy of pursuing academic ex- 
cellence 
Satisfied Category 
The "satisfied" responses were tabulated ac-
cording to the general themes of the faculty, 
and number of times those themes were 
repeated. 
Number of responses. 
2 The current administration is much more 
equitable than the last. 
2 There is an awareness of purpose at UPS. 
10 We are moving forward in academic 
quality. 
2 We are improving UPS's reputation. 
1 The Centennial Drive is an excellent idea for 
a financial solution. 
2 The tensions that do exist here are healthy 
and reflect the normal state of affairs in an 
academic setting. 
3 The current restructuring will improve the 
situation. 
2 I completely agree with and support 
President Phibbs. 
4 I usually agree with President Phibbs on 
most major decisions. 
1 More faculty humility wouldn't hurt. 
5 The reform is occuring but takes time. 
1 President Phibbs takes disagreement as a 
personal attack. 
1 The Administration iS•younger' , and more 
responsive than the previous. 
	 • 
Percentage of answers from surveys received 
19.7 
No Feelings Category 
The "no feelings" responses were tabulated 
according to the general themes of the faculty, 
and number of times those themes were 
repeated. 
Number of responses 
3 There is a lack of input from faculty before 
administrative decisions are made. 
1 There has been improvement in the quality 
of the faculty in the past 3-4 years.. 
1 The tenure procedure needs vast im-
provement. 
1 The Administration is sympathetic towards 
faculty problems. 
1 I am indifferent to the whole university 
governance issue. 
1 There is fluid communication between 
faculty and students. 
6 No comments. 
Comments on President Phibbs in this 
category: 
President Phibbs is a strong President. 
1 UPS will weather the financial crunch that 
will sink two thirds of the private schools. 
1 The Administration is perhaps too slow to 
make decisive general pronouncements and is 
too heavy in services to students 
1 The Administration needs better public 
relations. 
3 The decisions are good but the means could 
sometimes be better. 
1 The new curriculum is over zealous. 
4 UPS allows freedom to pursue scholarship 
interests, give input and allows faculty 
development. 
1 There is a distance between the Ad-
ministration and the faculty. 
1 There is a lack of intra-departmental com-
munication. 
1 There is low morale in the faculty. 
1 The system is unwieldly and takes too much 
time 
1 I am concerned about the diminishing sup-
port by the Administration of the faculty 
development program. 
3 Too much blame is laid on President Phibty 
as the cause of all the difficulties at UPS. 
1 I do not appreciate the "closed file" of in-
criminating information kept without the 
knowledge of faculty involved. 
1 UPS as a whole is more important than in-
dividuals or departments. 
2 The UPS Administration at UPS sees the 
long-term picture while the students and 
faculty see only now. 
1 The faculty is not actively participating in 
either Senate of full faculty meetings. 
1 The Administration is trying to maintain a 
quality program with as little tuition increase,as, 
possible 
Unofficial results 
based on 86 
responses out 
of 156 surveys 
sent out 
President Phibbs is highly intelligent. 
President Phibbs is concerned with quality 
education. 
President Phibbs is inspiring. 
President Phibbs is a neat guy but UPS needs 
and deserves better. 
President Phibbs has little understanding of 
human relations and dealing with people. 
Dissatisfied Category 
The "dissatisfied" responses were tabulated. 
according to the general themes of the faculty, 
and number of times those themes were 
repeated. 
Number of responses 
10 The methods used by the Administration are 
secretive and rude. 
3 The methods used in determining tenure are 
secretive and petty. 
4 The general faculty is left out on most per-
tinent decision-making. 
3 Too much responsibility is left to the 
faculty, overworking them. 
3 There is distrust in faculty-administration 
relationships. 
5 Allusions to President Phibbs as the main 
cause of problems. 
2 President Phibbs is oversensitive 
	 tc 
criticisms. 
4 President Phibbs is a weak leader and is 
lacking in integrity. 
3 President Phibbs is defensive and uses his 
fellow administrators to disperse criticism. 
2 The Administration is slow in decision-
making. 
3 The Administration passes the respon-
sibilities of blameon. (passing the buck) 
2 The President is surrounded by "yes" men. 
1 Research is over emphasized at the expense 
of personalized teaching. 
Strongly Dissatisfied 
The "strongly dissatisfied" responses were 
tabulated according to the general themes of 
the faculty, and number of times those themes 
were repeated. 
Frustration, alienation and disentegration of 
UPS is result of bias on the part of the President 
and other Administrators feel that quality is a 
function of pleasing the President. 
Tenure and promotion not consistent or fair. 
(2 comments) 
Alludes to machiavellian style. 
Unable to accept opposing views. 
Disregard of reccomehdations of depar-
tments. 
Distress over Administration turnover. 
Fear of speaking out among faculty and 
staff. 
 Lack c  of candor and a propensity for secrecy 
in the Administration,. 
	 . 	 . 
9. Intolerance of pew ideas contrary to ,qffickaj 
I 
UPS DEBATE TEAM (top row, left-right) Carl Clavadetscher, advisor; Gary Long; 
Bill Hochberg; Paul Kay; (bottom row) Lisa Snyder; Steve Walker; and Warren 
Martin. 
Finished with a bang 
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Experience the "aloha spirit" 
For the second time this year, UPS 
debaters have won first place in both 
junior and senior division, taking 
second place in sweepstakes both 
times. This time, the tournament was 
the University of Montana "Big Sky" 
invitational, attended by 33 schools 
from as far away as Wisconsin and 
Nebraska (last time it was Seattle 
Pacific). 
Departing debate coach Carl 
Clavadetscher was heard to say, 
"What a way,to go!" He observed 
that the limited UPS budget restric-
ted total team size, noting that 
sweepstakes winner Oregon College 
Auditions 
slated 
Currently enrolled students: Here 
is the chance to become a part of one 
of America' great singing 
organizations! 
Auditions for the 1979 Adelphian 
Concert Choir will be held on Satur-
day, May 13, at 10:30 a.m. in Room 
102 of the UPS Music Building. Be 
prepared to sing a song that will best 
show your voice. You are requested 
to bring an accompanist if possible. 
If it is not possible, one will be 
available. There will be openings in 
all sections.  
of Education had 26 students in at-
tendance, with three coaches. "Their 
tournament entry fee alone was 
almost $400, or almost 20% of our 
annual budget," "When we took 
second at Seattle Pacific, it was a 
squad of 19 that took first. We had 
six students there." Individual results 
of the Big Sky tournament:. 
junior Debate: first place, Gary Long 
and Lisa Snyder 
Senior Debate: 	 first place, Bill 
Hochberg and Steve Walker 
Expository Speaking: 	 third place, 
Paul Kay 
Persuasive Speaking: third place, 
Gary Long 
junior Debate: 	 quarterfinalists, 
Warren Martin and Paul Kay 
Sweepstakes: second place, UPS 
The Big Sky tournament represents 
the last tournament of the year for 
both UPS and most of the other 
debate teams in the Northwest. UPS 
started the year with debate victories 
at the prestigious University of 
Oregon tournament, placing fourth in 
sweepstakes in a large new, con-
tinued in mid-year at Seattle Pacific, 
and "finished with a real bang in 
Montana" according to coach 
Clavadetscher. Freshman Gary Long 
had just returned from representing 
the Northwest in the national cham-
pionship tournament in individual 
On Saturday, May 6, the ex-
citement of Spring Weekend erupts, 
as the UPS Hui-o-Hawaii presents 
their annual Luau. "Our Hawaiian 
Souvenirs" is this year's theme, and 
the emphasis is on nostalgia, 
traditional food and entertainment. 
The festivities begin with a 
Hawaiian meal, served from 4-6:30 
p.m. in the SUB. The menu features 
Kalua (roast) pig, lomi lomi salmon, 
chicken long rice, coconut pudding,. 
and poi and pineapple flown in fresh 
from the islands. 
At 8 p.m. in the fieldhouse, songs 
and dances of Polynesia will be per-
formed, with exuberance and exper-
tise, by the Hawaiian students and 
their friends. Traditional and modern 
hulas, Samoan, Maori, and Tahitian 
dances will be included. 
Initial Luau plans began in the fall. 
Dancers and musicians have been 
rehearsing their acts for weeks now. 
At home in the islands, parents and 
friends are collecting flowers and 
tropical foliage, and packing them 
carefully, for the flight to Tacoma. 
The flowers will be made into leis to 
be worn in the performance, and 
used in arrangements adorning the 
SUB, and the fieldhouse stage. This 
final week before the luau. will see 
intense, and no doubt hectic, dance, 
costume, and stage preparations. 
Despite the demanding schedule, en-
thusiasm is running high amongst the 
Hawaiian students, in anticipation of 
another sensational production. 
Everyone attending the luau is en-
couraged to really experience the 
"aloha spirit," by dressing in 
That 	 group 
	 of 	 well-dressed 
"strangers" you may see wandering 
around the university Thursday and 
Friday, April 27-28 - with campus 
maps and information brochures in 
hand - are not new recruits to the 
student body. They are special 
visitors participating in our Campus 
Seminar, the fifth program of its type 
held at UPS since fall of 1976. 
Campus Seminar Programs, 
designed and sponsored by the Of-
fice of University Relations, bring to 
the campus selected alumni, parents 
Hawaiian, or casual spring attire. 
Students interested in assisting as 
hosts or hostesses during the after-
noon meal, are urged to sign up now, 
in the Bons Lounge. 
The luau dinner is free for all stud-
ents who have full meal tickets. A 
validated ASB card entitles student 
25 cent admission to the evening 
show. 
Tell your friends and family about 
the luau! Tickets are on sale daily at 
lunchtime in the SUB, and at the 
and community leaders from the 
Northwest and across the country for 
a first-hand glimpse of the university. 
Participants are involved in a host 
of activities - ranging from 
discussions with students to class 
visitations - all designed to give them 
a andid and close-up look at con-
t porary UPS campus life. This 
germ's schedule includes a breakfast 
with students, opportunities to attend 
classes and take student-guided 
campus tours and various seminars 
Tacoma Mall Bon Marche ticket of-
fice. Tickets for both dinner and show 
are $6 for adults and $5 for children. 
Tickets for the show alone are $3 
The dinner is $3.50 for adults and $3 
for children. Profits from the luaua 
go towards scholarships for Hawaiian 
students. 
So "komo mai" -- come on in, on 
May 6, and let the Hui-o-Hawaii 
share their Hawaiian souvenirs, and 
their aloha spirit, with you! 
and discussions. 
More than 150 students have been 
involved as escorts in the programs to 
date and, virtually without exception, 
past participants call their informal 
conversations with students the 
highlight of their UPS visit. 
So, 	 if a distinguished-looking 
"stranger" approaches you next 
week,`be yourself -- be friendly -- and 
join us in welcoming these very 
special guests to the University of 
Puget Sound. 
Old City Ball 
Don't get caught in sell-out 
Old City Ball tickets will be available to a limited number of students at the 
Information Booth at the door on Saturday, April 29. 
The Old City Ball will be held on Saturday from 9 p.m. -1 a.m. Free shutlle 
buses will leave every 10 minutes from in front of Jones Hall. It's a chance for 
UPS students, faculty, administration and staff to have a good time together. 
The following five groups will be entertaining partiers: Jupiter, a rock band; 
Up Town Low Down Jazz Band, a jazz and dixie land ensemble; a mime and 
clown company; barber shop quartet; and rock band in Old City Jail. 
Activities include: 1) A dance contest every % hour with the prize of a gift 
certificate redeemable at the Old City Hall stores; 2) Cake Walk contests every 
15 minute with a free cake given to the winner. At midnight a giant cake will 
be awarded by Vanderpool's Bakery and will be enough to feed 90 hungry 
people. 
Momma l.aMoin's will be serving snake dishers at a low price and will be 
showing old-time movies, such as Charlie Chaplin. LaMoin's will be providing 
bars throughout the building, serving wine, beer, and mixed drinks to those 
over 21 and soft drinks to those under 21. NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES CAN 
BE BROUGHT IN. All stores will be open serving free refreshments and 
providing free gifts. 
Don't get caught in another sell-out like the homecoming cruise and Bill 
Cosby - buy your tickets now at the UPS information booth for only $1 for 
students and $2 for all non-students. 
First-hand glimpse of campus 
Faculty divided on Phibbs 
(continued from page 2) 
line 
10.Climate of fear, brought about by closed 
system. (4 comments) 
11.Feels there is a climate of studied 
harassment for those administrators unwilling 
to take a stand. 
13.Clash over values-Change from diversity to 
"Wellesly of Tacoma"-Institution of Elitists. 
14.Double standards when comparing ad-
ministrative and faculty evaluation. 
15.President becomes intolerant and angry 
when dissent threatens his plans. 
16.Impossible to remove President who is 
modeled in the corporate example of the 
trustees. 
17.1973--Phibbs had no vision and changed to a 
vision of a set of slogans. 
18.nov variance for disagreement of methods of 
the administration. 
19.'C' grade for Phibb's vision and ideals for ex-
cellence and administrative styles 
20.UPS is an average university, not superior 
or excellent, and thus we have an average 
President. For a good university we need a good 
President. 
21.Academic ideals are unrealistically con-
ceived. 
23."ARROGANCE" 
23.Because of deficiencies in academic 
programs due to lack of attention-the pressures 
are too great on the faculty. 
24.Solution to academic excellence is in  • im-
proVehie'nt of library and 'c.iirriculum. 
25.Dissatisfaction 	 based 	 on 	 leadership 
described as without integrity and extremely 
opportunistic. 
26.President's . unethical behavior--incidences 
of double-speak. 
27. Students are kept content rather than im-
proving academic standards and faculty 
development. 
28.Students are leaving due to administrative 
decisions. 
29.Little opportunity for good faculty. 
30.President and the Top of the University have 
"great style but very little substance." 
31. Chastised for unsolicited comments. 
32.Phibbs and the Administration have 
systematically removed other power structures 
and ruk. ,ith an iron hand. 
33.Practice of using student evaluations as a 
club to hold over the heads of the faculty. 
34.Failure of Administration to support faculty 
in Student-Facuity disputes, lowering morale 
and standards. 
35.No clear defined criteria for tenure disputes. 
36.President lacks vision and sees college as a 
commercial enterprise. 
37.Negative attitude towards minority groups 
expressed by Administration. 
38.Agree with goals but unimpressed with man-
ners of implementation. 
39. Increasing centralization of authority and 
power have been the solutions to Ad-
ministrations problems. 
40.Facuity Senate has been relegated to impor-
tance. 
41.E lected 	 department chairpersons 	 are 
replaced by ones selected by the Dean, accor-
ding to the Administrative plans. 
42.There is a siege mentality at the top level of 
the Administration. 
43.Including the President, too often Ad-
ministration, Faculty and Student persons who 
question policy or its execution are looked 
upon as 'enemies, enemies to be isolated and 
discredited. 
44. Faculty not supported indisciplinary act-
ions 
45.The President is a frightened man who wants 
to see no opinions but his own. 
46.The man who we selected and the man who 
we got are two different people (Phibbs) and in-
securities prevent him from working well with 
other members of the university community. 
47.The President is hindering fund drive through 
Administrative decisions. 
48.The conduct of the university is without 
regard to faculty needs and desires. 
49.Rules are changed to suit their purpose, 
thus you never know where you stand. 
50. People are , manipulated to create a climate 
of fear in order to control actions. 
51.Faculty are condemned without due 
process (Tenure) 
52.Income and benefits are far below the 
national average. 
53.President has many times been caught 
making contradictory statements. 
54.The emotional stability of the President is 
questioned. 
	
,,,, 
55.Departmental cutback to streamline expen-
ditures takes away from recruitment of stu-
dents. 
56. The problem isn't centered around the 
President's office but in the nature of this 
university as a whole, including the students. 
57 Hypocrisy- Phibbs said early on that he was a 
civil libertarian; yet he condones confidential 
files 
58 Tendency to Machiavellianism; hatchet-man 
approach to human problems. 
59.Far reaching policy changes filter down to 
faculty resulting in widespread anxiety to the 
university's future. 
60. Tendency to centralism in decision making. 
61.,No opera forums designed to encourage 
disagreementand debate. 
01. Phibbs las an authoritarian leadership. 
63.Dissatisfied with the tenure procedure. 
64.Phibbs lacks credibility. 
65.Phi6bs has the right goals but the wrong way 
of accomplishing them. 
66.Phibbs shows no concern for minorities or 
underpriv Hedged individuals. 
67.Phibbs tolerates sexism, racism, prejudice, 
and lip service. 
b8There are poor departmental relationships-
administratively and devious planning for the 
'good' of UPS. 
69.There is poor input for major decisions both 
for individual tutures and departmental 
futures. 
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Letters to the Editor 
[ TRA
IL Editorial 
The BSC: too much to do? 
The BSC, the Board of Student Communications, is perhaps 
the most powerful senate committee. Charged with overseeing 
campus media, the BSC appoints as well as removes media 
heads—all, of course with senate approve, which is, in most 
cases, automatic. There is a problem, though. The BSC has too 
many responsibilities. 
Committee members, who cannot be involved any other way 
with campus media, are expected to learn enough about each 
medium so that by the time media head selection time comes 
around, intelligent decisions can be made. But with four cam-
pus media - TRAIL, TAMANAWAS, KUPS, and 
CROSSCURRENTS, there simply isn't enough time for each 
member to become aquainted with each medium. 
it's time for the student senate to take a serious look at the 
structure of the BSC. Perhaps the best remedy would be to 
break the BSC into four seperate committees, editorial boards 
for each medium. That way, not only can a disinterested com-
mittee be appointed, but decisions based on reason rather than 
intuition can be made. JD 
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Agape 
by Kathy Thurin 
Recently, I became engaged. I consider this to be the 
second most important event in my life. The first came 
about seven years ago, when I became a Christian. I see a 
striking similarity between the two 
Consider the very moments of conversion and 
engagement. When I told God that I thought I was ready 
to accept His Son, Jesus Christ, as Lord and Savior and to 
begin to try to put Him first in my life, my primary sen-
sation was nervousness. I thought I was ready, but would 
God think so, too? Would He really accept me, just like 
that? I was alone praying, and I am sure I expected thun-
der and lightning to accompany a resounding "NO" 
coming down from the sky. 
Nothing happened. A seed had been planted in my 
heart; I now belonged to God, and yet, it was still a secret 
between Him and me. 
Likewise, when I first echoed my fiance's words that, 
believe it or not, I too wanted to marry him, my primary 
sensation was nervousness. This time, I did not expect a 
thundering "no", but rather, that the entire restaurant 
where we were would stop, look around and begin ap-
plauding. 
Nothing happened. The people went right on eating. 
The process that leads to marriage had begun, and yet, it 
was still a secret between him and me. 
The problem with becoming a Christian or becoming 
engaged is that you expect the whole world to be com-
pletely different because you feel completely different. It 
just didn't work that way for me. Little things change, 
thoughts are transformed, but life goes on 
When I accepted Christ, I was not fully aware of the 
Why hatred? 
Editor: 
Regarding Tom Stenger's condem-
nation of Carol Guynes I would like 
to pose a major question of why? He 
asserts that the functioning of cam-
pus organizations is impeded by the 
lack of student support. Apparently, 
he then attempts to rally the campus 
behind his personal vendetta for 
Carol. Tom you are showing your 
Machievellian tendencies, a cause of 
hatred is effective but is it really ap-
propriate or necessary here on cam-
pus (A good politician you will be). 
Sincerely, 
Brian Butler 
Debating debate 
Dear Editor: 
After the debate on Behaviorism 
last Tuesday evening (April 18) I 
found myself with two judgements, 
one about the debaters and one 
about the event itself. 
First the debaters. Each of them 
showed us an important aspect of our 
recent cultural tradition clearly, in 
ways which are easy to remember 
As a Behaviorist, Professor Graham 
stood for a part of our culture which 
makes a Great Affirmation, a claim 
that progress is possible using its 
methods, that things can be done to 
improve the world. As an Analytical 
Philosopher, Professor Berlinski 
stood for a different part of our 
cultural tradition, one whose special 
task has been to criticize and analyze 
all such Great Affirmations. Each 
debater sailed under true colors: 
Professor Graham showed us his af-
firmations and refrained from much 
analysis; Professor Berlinski showed 
us his analysis and refrained from 
making affirmations. So far, so good, 
and my thanks to both people. 
But the event itself the meduim, 
if you wish - what about that? I mark 
it a failure, and I would plead that we 
have no more debates on important 
matters. But let me explain, by ob-
serving that two things happen in 
debates: 
a. First of all, debate always 
cultivates and rewards ego-strength 
and quick-wittedness. Now, I think 
ego has a function in life, and so does 
quick-wittedness. Also I think debate 
and other mental disciplines  
designed to strengthen the human 
ego were valuable as cultural devices 
during those days in the "childhood 
of civilization" when individual 
self hood and rationality were new 
and easily lost. But we have suc-
ceeded beyond our ancestors' 
dreams in developing both personal 
and cultural ego-strength, to self-
point where we face a planet-wide 
ecological crisis: proud, self-reliant 
human egos "face-off" not only 
against each other but against every 
living thing, in a spiral downward 
towards forms of mutuality and 
sympathy with both our human and 
nonhuman fellow-creatures! And so 
we need to go beyond debate as a 
mental discipline. If we lay it aside, 
we can be confident that a helpful 
amount of ego-strength will remain. 
even after we have discarded our 
old-fashioned ways of cultivating it 
b. Debate also can be a way of get-
ting clear about someone's stand on 
an important issue. It can help us 
recognize the forms of various men-
tal worlds. So it is an exercise in the 
morphology of thought, in 
recognizing the forms of thought; 
and its usefulness is analogous to the 
usefulness of morphology elsewhere. 
At a fairly concrete level of experien-
ce, morphology is useful! so we may 
distinguish the form of a robin from 
that of a swallow; and at a higher 
level of abstraction, morphology is 
useful to distinguish the form of 
Behaviorism from that of Analytical 
Philosophy. But the analogy goes 
further. Biologists are not content to 
describe the forms of life - they want 
to understand how those forms 
developed, how they help and hinder 
each other, and expecially where new 
forms of life emerge. For this they 
build on morphology, but they go 
beyond it to study ecology and the 
evolution of organisms-in-
environments. Just so, if we want to 
understand how the forms of thought 
develop, how they help and hinder 
each other, and - in this age of 
ideological Babel, especially - how 
they may be transformed into forms 
fitter to nourish our planet, then the 
morphological approach of debate 
will not suffice. We need to build on 
the morphology of thought, yes but 
we need to go beyond it into what 
might be called "the ecology of 
thought" or "the trans-morphology of 
thought," a mental discipline which 
helps us become skilled in allowing 
our thought to be transformed. 
So, away with debate when we are 
trying to move ahead in thought. Let 
us find instead a meduim which 
evokes openness, mutuality, and a 
spirit of trasformation. Then we can 
let debate occupy its proper role in 
academia. It's like a good fart: a 
pleasing extrusion of wind, but 
something one lets loose of before 
starting work 
Sincerely, 
Richard H. Overman 
Professor of Religion 
Athletic bargain 
Letter to the Editor: 
In response to Professor Albert 
Eggers' "Applauds UPS sports cuts 4-
11-78: 
1 Comparable universities in the 
Northwest? Name one with all sports 
included and same schedules. 
Operating cost of athletic program 
of $180,000? More like $154,277 
($25,723 difference here, use that for 
women) 
$235,000 scholarship money? Var-
sity athletes pay approximately 
$800,000 in tuition, in addition to 
scholarship money. 
$39,000 in gate receipts? How 
misleading. $45,000 in gate receipts 
at the Kingdome alone, less a VIP 
- patty for-the good of the university, 
given by Dr. Phibbs. Also .".guaran- 
tees" from other schools, $61,000 so 
far this year, plus $56,000 generated 
by concessions and $35,000 donated 
by UPS Toppers. Consultant Fred 
Shabel, hired by the administration, 
called UPS athletics "the biggest 
bargain in America " 
Yes, the emphasis in athletics at 
UPS is being changed by Dr. Phibb's 
"leadership" to a gradual phase-out 
and I do not applaud becuse it is a 
grave mistake and something good is 
being taken away from the students, 
the public and, most of all, The 
University of Puget Sound. National 
Champions from Tacoma, 
Washington. 
Glenn A. Galbreath 
Past President UPS Toppers 
507 South 92nd Street 
Tacoma, Washington 
Budgeting for pizza 
To the Editor: 
On April 17 I received a notice 
from the Admissions office to all 
Tour Guides and Overnight Hosts 
concerning a party planned Tuesday, 
April 25 at Shakey's. Included was 
the fact that the "Admissions is fun-
ding this so come and enjoy." Tour 
Guides get paid $2.30 per hour for 
each tour they conduct, and, as of 
last year, overnight hosts received $5 
per night. I am of the opinion that 
this pay is more than enough for 
these students. I am a Tour Guide, 
and am satisfied with that amount. I 
would be more than happy to pay for 
my own pizza at a party, but I 
seriously object to the Admissions of-
fice paying. The fact that they are 
able to do this arises from the so-
called "budgeting system" at UPS. 
The budgeting system at this 
University, excluding ASUPS is, to be 
blunt, lousy. One of the ad-
ministrative office's budget was 
based on the amount of money that 
they had spent upuntil last August. 
No proposal, request or itemizing, no 
allotment for inflation 
	 Straight 
blanket amount. 	 Any respecting 
business major, or anyone else for 
that matter, can see that that's a 
ridiculous way to fund a department 
or office. With our tuition com-
posing 89% of the total University 
operating budget, I'd like to know 
just what the money is being spent 
for!!! I strongly object to funding a 
party for Tour Guides and Overnight 
Hosts with my required tuition! If 
this institution was run in a business-
like manner, the Admissions office 
wouldn't have this extra money to 
fund such ridiculous things!! (At 
least I hope they wouldn't!) 
It's a sad time when the Ad-
ministration of this University needs 
to learn from its students, but they 
would do well to review the 
budgeting system that ASUPS uses. 
All requests are reviewed, reduced, 
and itemized whenever possible. 
ASUPS knows where their money is 
going -- I douby that the entire 
University can say that much!! With 
all the controversy over tuition in-
creases, I think the University needs 
to revamp their budgeting 
procedures -- and NOW!!! I refuse to 
pay for such parties as this one who 
knows how many others have, or will 
be held in similar situations? 
Sincerely, 
Carol Anderson 
trate Tour Guide 
A few questions 
Ladies and Gentlemen of the 
media, I present some general 
questions to you hoping that 
someone who reads them and can 
answer them will reply. 
At 	 the 	 recent 	 student- 
administration forum the students 
were told that "Tenured Deadwood 
FacuiLy: could be relieved of their 
TRAIL 
Engagement and Christ 
supernatural consequences of my conversion. In most 
kinds of conversion there are psychological events which 
occur. Many of these are based in emotion and are tem-
porary. The lasting effects of christian conversion consist 
of a new status before God. I was justified by faith in His 
Son. God now regarded me as if I were holy and without 
sin. I was truly His child, no matter how little I under-
stood. 
In accepting Christ, a fundamental change in how I 
related to God occurred. In becoming engaged, a fun-
damental change in how I thought about my fiance took 
place. 
During my first few years as a Christian, God consisten-
tly urged me to make Him my first priority, even before 
my family. It has been a difficult lesson to learn. But, 
each time that I have been obedient and chosen God's 
will when it opposed my family's, He has been right, and 
joy has been the result. Slowly, Hellas enabled me to 
become more fully His, to put him first in all things. 
Are you wondering what the correlation is in getting 
engaged? Again, I am being asked to put something 
before my family. It is natural, but it is unfamiliar. 
One of the most important things which getting 
engaged and becoming a Christian have in common is the 
personal commitment involved. Both are life-long pledges 
which make demands of my entire self. God has com-
manded me to love Him with all my heart, with all my 
soul and with all my mind. This kind of love demands ac-
tion on my part and yields great joy in return. SO, too, is 
the nature of my love for my fiance. My commitment to 
him is second only to my commitment to God. 
C 
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More letters 
position only by proving incom -
petence. It has occurred to me that 
one method of accomplishing this 
would be to gather thosse students 
who have taken courses from the 
professor within the last ten years 
and have them testify, in person, that 
he is incompetent. This task however 
is virtually impossible to accomplish 
Another method would be to have 
written testimony from those same 
studetns stating that the professor is 
incompetent. This brings us to the 
point of student evaluations, which 
are testimony from students who are 
taking a professor ' s course as to his 
competence as an instructor. This 
information would be very useful in 
determining whether or not an in -
structor is competent. My questions 
therefore are 
Are student evaluations on a 
given instructor kept on record 
someplace? 
If so, are they available for in -
spection by someone trying to prove 
incompetence? 
If so, ' how does one acquire 
them? 
If they are not available for in -
spection, what assurance do the 
students have that they are even 
kept? In other words, that they aren ' t 
put into an incinerator as soon as 
they are completed. 
Someones personal guarantee is 
not a sufficient answer to question 4 
Reggie Brown 
student body reali ed that we have 
an inept, power - hungry individual 
heading the RSC 
Secondly, I would like to tell Pat 
Scofield to get off Carl Assam ' s back! 
Having worked at various commer -
cial radio stations, I can honestly say 
that Carl is giving KUPS the sense of 
professionalism that it has lacked in 
past adnimistrations. Carl took over 
KUPS three months ago, when it was 
a " toy " for various clowns of the 
previous administration. Since then, 
he has increased operating hours, 
added talk shows, hired more per -
sonnel, and made KUPS a true media 
(sic). However, all I ever hear from 
the BSC is constant criticism, with no 
realizations that the station has come 
a long way. 
I would like to close this letter by 
asking Pat Scofield to go ahead and 
use his criticism in a constructive 
manner for KUPS, instead of against 
it A radio station manager should be 
allowed to concentrate on his duties 
of the station, instead of having to 
defend every action that he makes. 
Sincerely yours, 
I David Aoua. KUPS employee 
Who wants a VAMP? 
To the Editor: 
Last January the SUB Food Corn - 
mittee began focusing its attention 
on the development of a Voluntary 
Alternative Meal Plan (VAMP). We 
hoped that about 100 students would 
be able to participate in a program of 
high quality, nutritious meals. We 
concentrated our energies, over the 
last few months, toward the 
realization of this goal, believing that 
there was popular student interest in 
such a program. The student interest 
that we expected did not materialize, 
as shown by the very weak response 
to our recent survey and sign -up 
sheet. 
In view of this lukewarm response 
to VAMP, and our own obsession 
with the program, we could justly be 
accused of non - representation over 
these last few months. In focusing 
out attention on the alternative plan 
we have not been active in seeking 
student opinion of the existing food 
service. When the SUB Food Com -
mittee was first formed, last year, one 
of its primary purposes was to serve 
as a channel of communication from 
the students to the food service. 
Students could, and still can, voice 
their gripes and compliments to the 
, Food Committee, who then act as 
advocates for the students 
We recommend that this feedback 
function of the Food Committee be 
retained, and in fact be its number  
one concern in the future. The major 
problem with this system has been 
the lack of student response, which is 
understandable. What student has 
the time to devote to attending 
meetings or seeking out channels for 
communicating gripes or suggestions 
to Mr. Grimwood (except for the half 
dozen faithful committee members)? 
We believe the best solution to this 
problem would be to set up a feed -
back system where each living group 
would send a representative on a 
twice-monthly basis to a meeting 
where Mr. Grimwood would be 
available to listen to student respon -
se, and make changes in the food and 
beverages offered in the SUB. 
Although it would probably take 
some time for such a feedback 
system to be set up, perhaps the Fall 
of ' 78. you can have an effect on the 
food service now by contacting Mr. 
Grimwood. We have found him to be 
open for suggestions and criticism, 
especially when specific food items 
are discussed or new recipes are of -
fered. The student food service is just 
that, a student food service, it is only 
by your feedback that student needs 
and desires will be fulfilled. 
Sincerely, 
Dan Lepeska 
Dan Smith 
SUB Food Committee Coc ha irpersons 
Happy affairs 
All Faculty and Staff, 
There have been two particularly 
happy and memorable occasions 
during the course of this year. The fir
-
st came at the time of Homecominr. 
when the students sponsored a cruise 
on Puget Sound and the second was 
on February 27 when we had a con -
vocation in the chapel for students, 
faculty, staff and alumni Both of 
these events brought the entire 
community together and there was a 
warm sense of unity and good spirit. 
students who are planning 
"The Old City Ball " on April 29 
would like to recreate the mood of 
these earlier two events They want 
the Ball to be an all -community af -
fair - in which students, faculty, and 
staff meet together and enjoy one 
another in an atmosphere of 
relaxation and fun. 
The program is designed to provide 
a variety of activities for each of us 
to enjoy. I hope that you will take 
seriously the invitation of our studen - 
ts to share once again in an all - 
university event in which we can 
each come to know one another bet - 
ter in an informal and happy context. 
Philip M. Phibbs 
Ask Bev 
Financial aid questions answered Scared faculty 
Letter to the Editor, TRAIL, 
Some of you may have the false 
impression that because of the lack 
of faculty response to Phil ' s in-
terrogatory " ask the faculty " that the 
faculty are happy as crams Surely 
tenure will protect the rights of 
faculty to speak their minds. A short 
story, I hope, will illuminate tenure -
academic freedom at UPS. 
Not too long ago, at the time of 
Phil ' s entrance at UPS, a colleague 
and I were in the throes of trying to 
remove two gross incompetents from 
the department. Not only did we fail, 
but they have both prospered under 
Phil ' s tutelage. And so you ask? 
Well, these two were not just given 
tenure and promotion, but early, 
How? With the aggresive action of 
two now Full Professors in the Depar -
tment. And what about our 
promotions? Well, despite the Code ' s 
phrasing " based upon the quality ... 
listed in order of importance: 
teaching(1), professional 
growth(2)..., " the best teachers, etc. 
in the department are still associates. 
This story and similar ones are un -
fortunately the rule ,at UPS. Need 
you ask why faculty members 'remain 
quiet. One could easily remain an 
associate professor at UPS forever. 
This brings me to the critical point of 
this exercise. If you are satisfied with 
" adequate teaching " and a reward 
system based on fealty, Phil is your 
man. If freedom of inquiry and 
rewards based on performance are 
your creed, then you must make the 
demands for a change. The faculty 
won ' t, they ' re too scared. 
Names deleted to protect the in -
volved from further embarrassment 
Constant criticism 
To the Editor: 
There have been a tew things on 
my mind during the past few weeks 
that I have wanted to write, but have 
been reluctant to do this However, 
after reading the letter from Thomas 
R. Stenger in last week ' s TRAIL, I 
realize that my feelings are common 
to other students.  
First of all, I would like to com -
mend Tom Stenger for being the first 
One to Speak out on Carol Guynes. I 
think ' it is about time that the - UPS 
Please explain the student loans (ie. are they payable directly to students, can 
they be obtained withrwithout a determined need, interest rates, etc.)? 
There are two loan programs available to students at UPS. They are the 
National Direct Student Loan Program (NDSL) and the Federally Insured 
Student Loan Program (FISL). Students that are eligible for either program 
must be in good standing and maintaining satisfactory progress. 
The NDSL is available to students who have established a financial need, by 
filing the Financial Aid Form, and are enrolled at least half - time and who need 
a loan to help meet their educationally related expenses. 
You may borrow, depending upon need, up to 1)82500 for the first two years 
of study leading to a bachelor 's degree; 2) a maximum of $5000 for an un -
dergraduate student who has completed two years of study toward a 
bachelor ' s degree; 3) $10,000 for graduate study, including any amount 
borrowed under NDSL for undergraduate study. 
Repayment begins 9 months after you graduate or leave school (withdraw, 
dropout, drop below half - time status) and you may be allowed up to 10 years 
to repay the loan. During the repayment period an interest rate of 3% will be 
charged on the unpaid balance. 
Repayment of the NDSL may be deferred or cancelled under certain con -
ditions. For specific information on deferments and cancellations contact the 
NDSL Repayment Office, Jones 23, ext. 3157. 
The FISL, which falls under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSLP), 
enables students who are at least half - time to borrow directly from par -
ticipating lenders in order to meet educationally related expenses. The 
majority of these loans are made by commercial lenders. The FISL or GSL is in -
sured by the Federal government or guaranteed by a state or private nonprofit 
guarantee agency. If you borrow through your State of legal residence on the 
GSLP you must file and application with the appropriate state agency. For 
example, in Oregon you would apply through the State of Oregon Scholarship 
Commission. 
The maximum you may borrow as an undergraduate is $2500 per academic 
year. The total maximum for undergraduate study is $7500. Graduate or 
professional students may borrow up to $5000 per academic year. The total 
maximum for graduate or professional study, including loans made at the un -
dergraduate level, is $15,000. NOTE: Eligible lending institutions may or may 
not loan up to the full amount authorized by law. 
Repayment normally begins between 9 and 12 months after you graduate or 
leave school, and you may be allowed up to 10 years to repay the loan. In most 
cases you must pay at least $360 a year. 
The interest rate is 7%. The Federal Government will pay the interest until 
you begin repaying the loan if: 1) your adjusted family income is less than 
$25,000 or 2) your adjusted family income is $25,000 or more and you wish to 
apply for the interest subsidy. You apply for the interest subsidy by completing 
the Financial Aid Form. The Financial Aid Office will make a recommendation 
based on an analysis of your need. 
Guaranteed loans may also be deferred under certain circumstances. Con -
tact the Financial Aid Office, Jones 103, ext. 3214. 
Both the NDSL and GSL may be paid directly to students. For detailed in -
formation on disbursement policies you should contact the lender. 
what are the requirements for a State Need Grant? 
For a student to be eligible for a State Need Grant. he or she must: 
1. Be a " needy student " or "disadvantaged 'student " as determined by the 
Council on Postsecondary Education. The Financial Aid Office makes this 
determination on the basis of information submitted on the Financial Aid 
Form. 
tse a Washington State Resident. 
Be enrolled or accepted for enrollment as a full - time undergraduate 
student at a postsecondary institution in the State of Washington. 
Be an undergraduate student. 
Not be pursuing a degree in theology. 
Be a citizen of the United States or in the process of becoming  a citizen 
Persons in this country on student visas are not eligible. 
Not have received a  State Need Grant for more than eight semesters or 
twelve quarters or the equivalent or combination of those two 
Apply for a Basic Educational Opportunity Grant before he or she may 
receive assistance through the State Need Grant program. 
Not owe a refund on a  State Need Grant previously received at any in -
stitution. 
How are students selected for University Grants and Scholarships? 
There are several methods, depending upon the type of grant or scholarship. 
UPS Aid - students are awarded on the basis of need. The amount 
of the grant is determined by current Financial Aid Office packaging principles 
and parameters. 
Trustee Scholarships - a) New students are initially reviewed by the 
University Scholarship Committee on the basis of the academic achievement 
as measured by pre -college board scores, high school GPA and rank in class. 
The Committee may also review a student 's extracurricular activities. For tran -
sfer students much emphasis is placed on their college work thus far com -
pleted. Returning students, who are not presently receiving a Trustee Scholar -
ships will most likely be selected on their outstanding academic achievement 
at UPS. Extracurricular involvement may also be considered. (It should be 
noted that this is the first year returning students will have a chance to com -
pete for Trustee awards. It is also the second year the program has been 
available for transfer students. For both groups the competition will be  ex- 
tremely keen). b) Current recipients - on the basis of full - time enrollment and 
the maintenance of a 3.5 cumulative GPA. 
UPS Endowed Scholarships - a) Most endowed funds are need based. That 
is, before any consideration is given to other eligibility criteria, the student 
must demonstrate financial need. After the need requirement has been met 
the Financial Aid Office then, cross matches eligible students with various 
scholarships. Currently, UPS Grant - In -Aid funds are overspent initially 
knowing that later eligible students will be "matched " with particular en -
dowed scholarsip funds. With the new 1978 - 79 Financial Aid Office ap -
plication for continuing students we hope that this process will be much more 
efficient in identifying the pool of potential candidates so that the " mat-
ching" can occur much earlier. b) UPS Department Scholarships - There are a 
number of endowed scholarships awarded by academic departments. The 
competition and selection for such awards are handled by the departments in -
volved. 
How do students apply for such scholarships or grants? 
For UPS Grant - In -Aid, endowed Scholarships and trustee Scholarships, all 
students must apply or reapply each year through the Financial Aid Office. 
The first priority deadline for 1978 - 79 consideration was March 1, 1978. 
Students who have not yet applied or reapplied for 1978 -79 should do so as 
soon as possible! For departmental endowed scholarships, many departments 
ars° want students to apply for other forms of financial assistan through the 
Financial Aid Office. . 
Questions concerning 31_1101d1 'mos avaliabie and apt:oilcan 
	 proced 
should be addressed to Eileen F. Welsh, Coordinator of University Schol 
and Grants, Jones 102, ext. 3214. 
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There'll be music and entertainment - magic shows, 
balloons, popcorn, - fun for everyone. OLD CITY HALL 
is pleased to welcome the UPS community to our 
building for the OLD CITY BALL. 
The unique world of OLD CITY HALL lives every da, 
THE WASHROOM 	  
INCALAND 	  
ELYSIUM 	  
WATERBED SHOPPE 	  
LITTLE STITCHES 	  
GLASSHOUSE 	  
NAJA SILVER 	  
SHOPPE 
LE COFFEA CAFE 	  
VANDERPOOL'S BAKERY 
GETCHEL HILL BOOTS 
CUSTOM HOUSE 	  
CASCADE JEWELRY 	  
MIZPAH ART GALLERY 	  
These are some of the "SPECIALS" our 
shopkeepers are offering for the evening — 
10 070 discount on pounds of coffee 
	
15% off on all fresh products 
	 10% off on all regular priced items 
Drawstring pants $9.98, Regularly $13.00 
1/2 off on usual labor charge, rings, bracelets, etc. 
Free James Miller prints, $5.00 gift certificate 
(we have moved from the third floor to the second) 
10 070 off on all regular priced items 
10% off on all regular priced items 
Waterbed sale, from $139.95...10% off custom designed sheets 
10 070 off multi-purpose graphic textiles 
10 070 off on all plants 
Ear piercing special - free with purchase of one pair of earrings 
($4.95)..Surgical steel, 24 karat post, birthstones or plain..Select 
group of jewelry - up to 50% off regular price. 
25% off all regular priced items 
April 29, 1978 
9 PM - 1 AM 
625 Commerce 
downtown Tacoma 
Trustee 
Scholarships 
('rant-in-Aid & 
Endowed Scholarships 
28 9 % 
Trustee 
Scholarsl•n. 
Grant-in-Aid 
Endowed Scholarships 
27.6% 
. 29 0% 
A thletics 
 at irl:h*ta: 	 Emp107, 
Funds 13 9% 
Men's thletics
19 . 5% 
) Music 
3 6%, Student 
1978-79 
§ § 
28.8% 
Men's • Athletics 
20.3% 
Student 
En.piornent 
78 % 
3 1 % 
Grant-in-Aid & 
Endowed Scholarshi 
30.7% 
Men's Athletics 
19.5% 
Women's 
Athletics 2 0% Federal Marching M. ,c 
Funds 8.7% 	 33% 
1977-78 
§ § 
1976-77 
I I $241,000 
$275,000 
$310,000 
$172,000 
5279.000 
$450,000 
BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS (100% Federal) 
SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS (100% Federal) 
$705,000 
51,050,000 
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT 
LOANS (90% Federal, 10% UPS) 
$1,080,000 
51,155,000 
$1,267,000 
INSTITUTIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
GRANTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS 
(100% UPS) 
COLLEGE WORK STUDY EMPLOYMENT (80% Federal, 20% UPS) 
$1,270,000 
$262,000 
$375,000 
$485,000 
Tamashiro receives award 
Financial aid dates 
May 12: We hope to have notified all students who turned in all necessary 
forms by the first priority deadline. In most cases, this will be an award 
notification. In some cases this would be a request for additional information 
or a letter of ineligibility. 
May 15 - May 26: Students who have been notified by May 12 and have con-
cerns that they would like to discuss with a counselor should schedule appoin-
tments during this two week period. Financial Aid counselors will be generally 
unavailable before May 15 in order to continue processing other student ap-
plications. 
June 15: We hope to have notified other students who applied after the first 
priority deadline but before May 1. 
After June 15: We will continue to make awards throughout the summer, sub-
ject to the availability of funds, to late applicants and to consider requests for 
reviews. 
Trustee Scholarships: Returning Trustee Scholars who continue to maintain a 
3.5 accumulative UPS grade point average should be notified of their con-
tinued eligibility according to the above dates. Those students with less than a 
3.5 average will be reviewed by the University Scholarship Committee and will 
not hear in some cases ubtil about July 1 after Spring grades have been repor-
ted. 
New applicants for Trustee Scholarships will hear by June 1 if they have 
been selected. The Scholarship Committee expects to be able to make ap-
proximately ten new awards. 
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by Dave Grenier 
The outlook on financial aid for 
the 1978-79 school year is very 
promising according to Steve Thor-
ndill, director of financial aid. 
In a recent interview Thorndill at-
tributed his optimism to several fac-
tors. "I'm very encouraged because 
we do have more funds for next year" 
Thorndill commented. 
There will be a 41.5% increase in 
federal funds over last year, which is 
an impressive 167% increase over 
two years ago. 
This will also be the first year that 
returning students will be awarded 
Trustee Scholarships. Previously 
only available to incoming Freshmen, 
about 10 scholarships will be awar-
ded to students returning next fall. 
On the topic of tuition increases, 
Thorndill expressed concern that 
students might 'run scared' or think 
they are priced out of the market in 
the wake of rising costs. "I think I can 
say with 95% accuracy that if tuition 
and room and board increases raise 
students needs, we will be able to 
meet the added need. If a students 
need goes up, he can expect a more 
'attractive package." 
Another development in the finan-
cial aid department is the formation 
'of a scholarship committee. Accor-
ding to Thorndill its purpose is to 
'"define 	 scholarship 	 and 	 grant 
policies and act upon applications 
when deemed appropriate". 
Thorndill summed it up by saying 
"In total I think it is very en-
couraging,) hope students who feel 
differently will come in and talk with 
someone 'in the office" 
15% of all new revenue from tuition now goes to financial aid. These graphs illustrate how financial aid has been 
distributed and how much aid has been allocated since 1976. Ed. 
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loyce C. Tamashiro, a senior at 
UPS, is among 490 students selected 
nationwide from 4,331 applicants for 
the National Science Foundation 
Graduate Fellowship Award. 
Tamashiro, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Harunobu Tamashiro of 
Bellevue, has received a fellowship 
to study for a Ph.D. in biomedical 
sciences at the graduate school of  
her ciloiL 
As a means of promoting the 
progress of science in the United 
States, the National Science- Foun-
dation yearly awards three-year 
Graduate Fellowships to individuals 
who have demonstrated ability and 
special aptitude for advanced 
training in the sciences ; 
At 1:08 a.m., Sunday, April 16, a 
Gamma Phi Beta resident reported 
that Sigma Alpha Epsilon residents 
had activated a false alarm at her 
sorority house. The situation has 
been referred to the Dean of Studen. 
is Office, with fines being issued ac. 
cordingly. 
About 9:15 a.m., Tuesday, April 18 
two students reported the theft ot 
jewelry, cash and a pocket knife 
(total value $180) from the Women's 
locker room of the gymnasium. No 
There are no suspects, and tne matter 
has been turned over to the Tacoma 
Police Department. 
At 11:21 p.m., Wednesday, April 
19, a female resident student repor-
ted that she observecLa, male peering 
over the top of the lavatory stall at 
Brief 
notes 
A2CP2 Happenings of the Week: In-
terviewing Techniques Seminar will 
be given on Wednesday, May 3 at 
3:30-5 p.m. in the Library Room 134. 
Come and get some tips of the inter-
view trade Remember summer job 
interviews are around the corner .. 
Be ready for them. 
The UPS College Bowl 
currently preparing for its 
competition, is offering a large pizza 
at a local; restaurant to any four 
people who can teach them the 
meaning of humility. If you can field 
an intelligent, well-versed (and 
hungry) team that would be ready to 
play a 30 minute game anytime after 
Sunday, please contact Serni 
Solidarios in the Dean of Students 
Office, SUB, room 206, or call at 
her in the second floor women's 
bathroom in the SUB. 
About 8:22 p.m., Thursday, April 
20, a student reported the presence 
of a suspicious-acting male in the 
SUB. Safety/Security personnel con-
tacted the subject, who is a non-
student, and escorted him 'to the 
Safety/Security Office. Subsequent 
interrogation of the subject revealed 
that he was responsible for several 
incidents of female harrassment with 
in the recent past in which University 
students were victimized. I acoma 
Police Officers responded on 
request and transported the in-
dividual, who is emotionally un-
stable, off campus for treatment. 
About 9 p.m„ Friday, .April 21, a 
Seward Hall resident reported the 
Team, 
Miami 
False alarms, thefts, dirty. laundry 
theft of a bag containing dirty laun-
dry (value $82) from her room There 
are no suspects. 
On Saturday, April 22, about 11:30 
a.m., a resident of an annex house 
(3317 North 10th Street) reported that 
her house had been burglarized. A 
person or persons pryed open a win-
dow, entered and stole her handbag 
which contained cash, credit cards, a 
checkbook, and a watch. The matter 
was referred to the Tacoma Police 
Department. 
Also on April 22, at 8:25 p m., a 
student reported the theft of a watch 
and a pocket knife from the men's 
locker room (value $62). The watch 
as subsequently recovered- and 
returned to the victim.. Investigation 
is pending. 
How does one end a war? Stage a sex strike. This is the tactic used by 
Lysistrata, a prominent woman of Athens, determined that there is only one 
way to end the long war in which the city has been engaged. She assembles 
the women of both sides and, with considerable difficulty, persuades them to 
swear to give up love. They seize the Acropolis and lock the gates. 
In spite of strong leadership, backsliding is a constant danger, and some of 
the girls try a variety of tricks to escape to their husbands. But the strong hold, 
the weak in line. The women dress for seduction, but beat off their men and 
refuse themselves to them until they get promises of peace. The frustrated 
warriors in desperation agree to the women's peace terms. The fantastic plot 
concludes with the former enemies singing and dancing together. Love is 
restored and, as the translator observes, it is not merely sex, but "love in its 
civic manifestation - the bond between husband and wife." 
The production, which has one of the largest casts in the history of the UPS 
Theater, directed by Richard M. Tutor. 
Tickets are 12 for students. 
Shakespearean play 
by Alan Smith 
The Seattle Repertory Theatre, on tour through May 15, 
stopped in Tacoma last weekend for two showings of 
Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing. 
Director Duncan Ross has a weakness for Shakespeare 
which always redeems his occasional weakness for soap. 
With Shakespeare, Ross can indulge his fancy for sen-
timent and still make a creditable showing, since he can 
rely on the script not to let him down. 
More than that, I think, Ross just likes to work with 
Shakespeare. The Bard inspires him, causes him to 
deepen his concentration, to sharpen his attention to 
detail. In this play, Ross shows extraordinary power of 
concentration. You feel this especially in the selection 
and use of stage props: a silver laundry basket, a net, a 
badminton racquet, a dozen red apples. On stage, these 
simple props are transformed: they are the visual com-
plement of Shakespeare's verbal exuberance. 
Shakespeare, in this play, is lively and colorful. The 
director must cultivate an eye for the spectacular if he is 
to avoid cheating his audience of the play's inherent ver-
bal power. Ross has settled on the exotic as the species of 
the spectacular appropriate to this play. 
The costumes, designed by Lewis Rampino, are cut in 
the Elizabethan sytle, yet they belong equally to the 
modern disco scene and could be worn by Hollvwodd 
stars. The brilliant colors, rich fabrics, soft folds, and glit-
ter of Rampino's designs, placed against Pete Davis's sim-
ple sets of bamboo, netting, and billowing chiffon, and set 
into motion by the choreography of Harry Groener, create 
an. exotic landscape for the immediate conveyance of 
Shakespeare's own exotic images. 
The costumes, sets, music, and dancedetract not at all•' 
froM Shakesaearei language On the contrary; they' are 
" 	 ' 
dazzles the eye 
. used to make Shakespeare more audible, more accessible 
to the twentieth century ear. 
Of the entire cast, only Harry Groener, as Benedick, 
seemed fully to understand what Ross was trying to do 
with the play. A skilled choreographer, he phrases his 
lines much in the same way that he phrases a dance: 
deliberately, voluptuously, roundly. Groener relishes 
Shakespeare's exquisite language. As an actor, he is 
pliant and unresisting; he seems to know instinctively 
what Shakespeare and his director expect of him. 
Megan Cole, playing opposite Groener as the scornful 
Beatrice, made an honest attempt to dress herself in the 
richness of her role, but appeared reluctant to give herself 
over completely to the varied .contrarities that are 
Beatrice. Cole astonished me in that part of the 
stychomachia where Beatrice makes a crack about her 
,mother crying when giving her birth. That innocuous line 
she delivered in the style of Hamlet reflecting on the 
.slings and arrows of outrageous fortune. But she failed 
.to follow through on this curious twist and lapsed into the 
.conventional Beatrice. 
Andy Backer and Nelson Welch, as Leonato and An-
;onio, respectively, played exceedingly well opposite 
one another. The play would have been damaged 
seriously had they approached their two roles any less 
gently. 
The light touch, in general, was essential to this perfor-
mance. Only Richard Dix, as Dogberry the constable, is 
permitted the luxury of gargling Shakespeare. When all 
else is "golden oars" and a "silver stream," Dogberry is 
just himself. Dogberry, in fact, who resembles being 
called an ass, is the • self-starting principle of pure 
ballddnery;'Dix blows the role hear'tay • • • 
HOW LONG HAS IT 
DEEM SINCE YOU'VE 
SEEN A REALLY 
iG000 NOW? 
Since you really A* 
In love with 
o picture 
„Since you forgot you 
were in o theatre 
and thought you were 
in someone else s Ike 
If it s been 
too long see 
Wands In 
The Streom 
Voronxwn 	 0.eseno 
George C. Scott 
A Franklin J. Schoffmor Film 
'Islands in the Stream" 
A Dart/Polevsky Production 
David Hemmings 
Gilbert Roland 
and Claire Bloom 
George C. Scott stars in this week's 
'Campus Flick, Islands in the Stream 
based upon the novel by Ernest 
'illi-lemingway. Admission is 25 cents 
with ASB card. Showtimes are at 7 
and. 9:30 p.m. on Friday and Satur-
day,.7 p.m. on Sunday. 
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Cosby captivates audience 
Portrait given 
The Tacoma Art Museum takes 
great pleasure in announcing receipt 
of a major gift to its permanent 
collection, of a portrait by the 
renowned American portrait artist, 
Gilbert Stuart, of David Hinckley, a 
Bostonian, painted about 1810. The 
portrait had been in the Hinckley 
family for many generations and 
recently was made available for pur• 
chase. This important addition to the 
Museum's permanent collection is 
the gift of Mrs. Lowell T. Murray, Sr.. 
in memory of the late Lowell T 
Murray, Sr. 
Jon W. Kowalek, Director of the 
Tacoma Art Museum in announcing 
the acquisition to the Board of 
Trustees, stated, "it is with great 
pride that I announce this gift to our 
permanet collection. It is a 
significant American portrait and will 
highlight the Museum's collection. 
The painting will be on view as of 
May 3, and can be seen on the third 
floor." Kowalek further added, "since 
the Museum is now emphasizing 
its collection of American art, this is 
another significant addition " 
Ceramics shown. 
An exhibit of ceramic creations by 
master of Fine Arts candidates at the 
University of Puget Sound will be on 
display April 30-May 21 in Kittredge 
Gallery. 
There will be a public preview of the 
studOnts' works from 2-4 p.m. Sun-
day, April 30, in the gallery. Gallery 
hours are from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m 
Monday through Friday and 1-4 p.m 
Sunday. 
Barbara Keyes will feature works 
of animals and other creations; Scott 
Pierson's pieces demonstrate con-
trasting elements of the earth and 
sky; Colleen Gallagher will exhibit 
slab constructed and thrown vase 
forms, and Patty Kramer uses alter-
native spaces in experimental 
ceramics forms. 
The master's candidates are 
students of Ken Stevens and John 
McCuistion.  
handicapped by a numb lower lip .  
Opening the show for Cosby was 
folk-rock singer and guitarist James 
Lee Stanley. The bearded entertainer 
warmed up the audience with his 
own brand of humor and music. 
Among the songs he wrote and per-
formed were "Even Cowgirls Get the 
Blues" after the Tom Robbins novel 
of the same name, and "Plenty of 
Reasons To Go Away, But You Stay" 
The concert, sponsored by Popular 
Entertainment of UPS, made a profit 
of 53,377.63. Scott Bodmer, chair-
man of the committe, is naturally 
pleased with the concerts success, 
but added that the primary objective 
of the committee is not to realize a 
profit, but to bring entertainment to 
UPS. 
Music and 
movie 
Thirteen University of Puget Sound 
music students will present an after-
noon program of chamber music on 
Sunday, April 30, at 4 p.m. in Jacob-
sen Recital Hall of the UPS Music 
Building. 
They will be performing string 
quartets, piano trios and quartets, a 
brass duet, and music for flute and 
strings, by such composers as Mozart 
Haydn, Beethoven and Boris Blacher, 
This concert is free and the public 
is welcome to attend. 
On That Day in the East Bronx, a 
color film portraying a Bronx 
Hispanic community's celebration of 
the passion of Christ, will be shown 
on Tueday, May 2, in !ones 203, 
beginning at 3 p m. The film will be 
followed by a discussion of the 
various ethnic, cultural, religious, 
and philosophical issues raised by the 
film. The presentation is jointly 
sponsored by Urban Affairs, Religion, 
Philosophy, and Foreign Languages. 
The entire University community is 
invited to attend. ' ' 
By Dave Grenier and Ann Pulliam 
Laughter filled the Fieldhouse 
Friday, April 21 as 4,188 people were 
united under a spell cast by the 
humor of Bill Cosby. The popular 
comedian kept the audience enchan-
ted throughout his performance with 
topics ranging from natural childbir-
th to his first ride on a roller coaster. 
Cosby started off the show by in-
viting onto the stage several mem-
bers of the audience, including a 
pigtailed 4-year old .  
Now over 40, Cosby drew on his 
experience with a routine on the 
topic of "life begins at 40". You 
know you're over 40, Cosby observed, 
"because you stop laughing at things 
you used to laugh at when old people 
did it." 
Moving onto the subject of 
mothers, Cosby touched upon a topic 
the entire audience could relate to. 
He combined body motions with a 
variety of vocal exaggerations to 
produce a good imitation of what a 
mother is like from a childs point of 
view. His mother, Cosby claimed, 
yelled at him " 700 times a day", and 
used such bodily threats as 
"knocking the black off him". 
Using his father as another source 
of material, Cosby recounted,"Until I 
was fifteen I thought my name was 
Jesus Christ-'Jesus Christ, will you get 
over here?'" The crowd was in near 
hysterics as Cosby explained that his 
father had special privileges. "He 
was the only one in the family 
allowed to have gas...He blamed it on 
invisible animals." 
Cosby remembered a curse his 
mother put on him as a child. "She 
said, I hope when you marry you 
have kids that act just like you" he 
recalled. According to Cosby the 
curse has since proven true, as he 
related his experiences with his own 
five children. 
The 	 entertainer 	 accurately 
described the appearance of a 
typical two-year old with a cold: 
"They don't know how to blow their 
nose and they don't care." When a 
child wipes his nose and it dries, his 
face "looks like a glazed doughnut" 
he observed. 
Cosby chose to finish the show 
with a familiar routine on a trip to the 
dentist. He described the agony of 
the dentists' needle and the 
humiliation of trying to talk while 
C- 	
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pitched as good as Barnhart this 
season. they just have not had the 
good fortune Rick has had." 
With their two victories this week 
over Seattle University, the Loggers 
have evened up their record 5-5-1 it 
NOR-PAC play. The tie came when 
the Loggers game with the University 
of Portland was rained out midway 
through the contest. Because there 
will not be time to make up the 
game, a tie has been given each 
team. That tie can turn out to be very 
important to the Loggers. One point 
is given each team with a tie. On the 
same day Seattle University ano 
Gonzaga were rained out before the 
game started and did not gain a tie 
The game has just been cancelled 
So, as Coach McGee has pointed out, 
that tie can be very important. The 
Loggers have only five games left on 
the road and Coach McGee feels that 
UPS still has a chance of winning the 
title if things can fall into place. 
This weekend the Loggers travel 
for a set of games east of the moun 
tains. On Saturday the Loggers will .GRADY FUSON SMASHES A SINGLE against Seattle University on Tuesday af-
be in Spokane for a pair of games .ternoon. The Loggers won the contest 6-1 behind the six-hit pitching of Rick 
with Gonzaga University and then - Barnhart. The following day the Loggers again beat Seattle u, this time in Seatr 
travel to Moscow for two games on . He, by a score of 7-2. 
Sunday with the University of Idaho. 
by Randy Smith 
On Tuesday afternoon the Logger 
baseball team hosted the Seattle 
University Chieftains here on Burns 
Field. With a season record of 8-8 and 
NOR-Pac record of 3-5, the Loggers 
were in desperate need of a victory. 
And that is what they got as they 
downed the Chieftains 6-1. 
Scott Forbes got the Loggers on the 
board early with a run in the first in-
ning. Rod McHattie added another 
run to that of Forbes in the second 
inning as the Loggers forged a 2-0 
lead. But in the third inning the 
Chieftains got one run back, and 
their only run,of the game. Then the 
scoring was stymied until the seventh 
inning when the Loggers came to life 
with four big runs. Rick Corra led off 
the inning with a walk. ThenGrady 
Fuson stepped up and stroked a 
double to centerfield. With men on 
second and third and no outs, Dave 
Lundberg followed Fuson's example 
as he smashed a shot to left-center 
for a double, scoring Corra and 
Fuson. Next up was Rod McHattie, 
and he followed suit with a single 
that moved Lundberg to third. After 
McHattie stole second base, the 
Loggers again had runners in scoring 
position with none out Then Coach 
Jack McGee called for a squeeze 
play. But Seattle Unviersity was 
ready for it and had called a pitch-
out. But on the throw to third base 
the Seattle U. catcher threw the ball 
into the outfield and both runners 
scored. 
On Wednesday the Loggers made 
a trip to Seattle as the Chieftains 
were the hosts in a return match. 
Again, every game is important for 
the loggers and they managed to pull 
off another victory over the Chief-
tains 7-2. Jim Reynolds got the 
assignment as starting pitcher and 
pitched seven and one-third tough 
innings. But in the eighth inning it 
was Tim Parker's relief work that 
kept the Loggers out of trouble. With 
one out and the bases loaded Parker 
came on. He got his first batter to hit 
a ground ball to the infield and the 
Loggers quickly turned a double play 
to get out of the inning. Then in the 
ninth Parker was able to get the 
Chieftains to go out in order to 
preserve the win for Reynolds. 
George Ladenburg led the hitting at-
tack with three hits in four trips to the 
plate. Grady Fuson also added a 
strong hitting performance as he 
swatted a double and triple in his five 
at-bats. Both Ladenburg and Fuson 
also knocked in two runs apiece. 
on Tuesday it was Rick Barnhart 
who went the distance for the 
Loggers as he picked up his sixth win 
of the season. Barnhart has been very 
hot this season as he has not been 
beat and is 4-0 in NOR-Pac play. But 
Coach Jack McGee has also been 
extremely happy with the performan-
ces of Parker and Reynolds. As he ex-
plained, "Parker and Reynolds have 
by Randy Smith 
After winning the first game of the 
best-of-seven series with the Portland 
Trailblazers, the Seattle Supersonics 
have gone on to take a commanding 
3-1 lead in the Western Conference 
playoffs of the NBA. Last Sunday af-
ternoon the Sonics returned home for 
a chance at going ahead in the series. 
After leading by a single point at half 
time, the Sonics came stroming out in 
the second half, behind the 18 
second half points of John Johnson, 
to run away with the game, 99-84 and 
take a 2-1 advantage. 
Then on Wednesday night the 
Sonics went after their second in a 
row at home in the playoffs. In what 
Sonic rookie Jack Sikma termed as "a 
very lazy first half", Seattle saw 
themselves as far down as 14 points 
during the first half. By half time 
they had closed to 12. But in the 
second half the Blazers picked up 
where they left off as they increased 
their lead to 14 once again. It was 
not until midway through the third 
quarter that the Sonics finally began 
to whittle down the Blazer lead. 
With five minutes remaining in the 
'ourth quarter, the Sonics had cut 
by John Andrews 
fwo weeks ago the UPS Lacrosse 
team won their second game of the 
season as they downed Lakeside of 
Seattle. Dave Kelley led the Loggers 
with five goals as UPS prevailed 7-3. 
Pat Shiver complemented Kelley's ef-
fort with a pair of goals himself. 
Last weekend the Loggers ran into 
some bad luck as their games with 
the Unversity of Washington and 
Oak Harbor Lacrosse club were can-
celled. The team hopes to improve on 
their 1-1 reeocc•his weekend •as.they 
_play a pair of games On Saturday  
the team travels to Seattle for a game 
with the Seattle Lacrosse Club. Then 
on Sunday the team travels to 
Eugene, Oregon for a game with the 
University of Oregon. 
Looking ahead to the month of 
May, the Loggers will play in a tour-
nament sponsored by the Pacific 
Northewest Lacrosses Association 
and will be played in Corvallis, 
Oregon. Teams from Utah, Texas and 
California will attend the tournament 
as well as many teams from the  
Pa cific Northwest.  
into tough 
by Randy Smith 
After two season-opening wins in 
Oregon against Portland State and 
Willamette, the women's tennis team 
has run up against some very tough 
competition. Last Wednesday the 
women ventured to Seattle to battle 
the University of Washington. But it 
was not to be their day as the Huskies 
completely dominated the scoring as 
they posted a 9-0 victory over the 
Loggers. In the number one singles 
match Lynn Marhefka (UW) defeated 
Michelle Prince 6-1, 6-1 At number 
two Burrows (UW) defeated Mari 
Huseth 6-1, 6-2. Moldren (UW) 
defeated Carolyn Hinckley 6-0,6-0 in 
the number three match, Van Dyke 
(UW) defeated Karen Morris 6-0, 6-0 
in the fourth singles, and Appel (UW) 
knocked off Larmore 6-1, 6-1, in the 
fifth singles match. In what turned 
out to be the closest match of the 
day, Eggertsen (UW) slipped by Lisa 
Keylor in two very close sets, 7-6, 7-5 
in the sixth singles match. 
in the doubles the story remained 
the same as the Huskies continued to 
control the match. In the number one 
doubles match Shutten-Beck (UW) 
defeated Hinckley-Prince (UPS) 6-2, 
6-1. In the number two doubles mat-
ch Marhefka-Appel (UW) defeated 
Huseth-Larmore 6-2, 6-2 and in the 
number three match Burrows-
Schaumburg (UW) defeated Morris-
Latta 6-0, 6-0 to finish out the match. 
Last Friday the women again ven-
tured down into Oregon as they took 
on the University of Oregon on 
Friday and Oregon State on Satur-
day. In the Friday match the Ducks 
dominated play as they posted a9-0 
win over the Loggers. In singles, 
Vozenilek (UO) defeated Prince 6-0, 
6-1, Layton (UO) defeated huseth 6-2, 
7-6, Hennig (UO) defeated Hinckley  
competition 
o-u, o-2, Borchers (UO) defeated 
Morris 6-2, 6-0, Mickelson (UO) 
defeated Larmore 6-4, 6-4, and Thom-
son (UO) defeated Keylor 7-5, 6-1. 
The story was the same in the 
doubles as the Loggers failed to win a 
set. Layton-Vozenilek (UO) defeated 
Prince-Hinckley 6-1, 6-1 in the num-
3er one doubles, Borchers-Hennig 
UO) defeated Huseth-Larmore 6-0, 6-
1 in the number two doubles, and 
Mickelson-Thomson (UO) defeated 
Morris-Latta 6-0, 6-1. 
The following day the women 
traveled from Eugene to Corvallis for 
their match with Oregon State, This 
match was better for the Loggers as 
they posted better scores but still 
were defeated 7-2. Michelle Prince 
took Caroline Moseley of OSU three 
sets before losing 2-6, 6-1, 6-4. 
Likewise, Huseth extended Julie 
O'Hearn of OSU to three sets before 
succumbing 6-2, 1-6, 6-4. The remain-
der of the singles mtches were won or 
lost in straight sets. Steinbrugge 
(OSU) defeated Hinckley 6-2, 6-2, Liz 
Toole (OSU) defeated Karen Morris 6-
2-, 6-2, Joan Price (OSU) defeated 
Larmore 6-2, 6-3, and Lisa Keylore 
(UPS) defeated Barb Roesgen 6-3, 7-5. 
In an exhibition match that was also 
played Joanie Hatfield (OSU) 
defeated Latta 8-4 in a pro-set. 
In the doubles matches it was, 
decided to play pro-sets. Princle 
Hinckley (UPS) defeated Moselel,e-
Price 8-6, O'Hearn-Toole (OS1D) 
defeated Huseth-Larmore 8-3, and _ 
Hiatt-LaFountain (OSU) defeated 
Keylor-Latta 11-9. 
The women are now 2-3 on the 
season. On Wednesday there was a 
match scheduled with Seattle Un-
iversity but because of rain the mat-
ch has been postponed until Monday. 
or tuesday. 
Portland's lead to one point, at 89-88. 
From teat time on it was lack Sikma 
who stole the show as he poured in 11 
of Seattle's final 12 points as the 
"Sonics slid by the Blazers in a wild 
finish, 100-98 to take a commanding 
' 3-1 lead in the series. 
' 	 Lionel Hollins led all scorers with 
35 points, but that effort was over-
shadowed by the fourth quarter 
heroics of Sikma as Jack pumped in 
28 points to tie his career high per-
formance with Seattle. 
In addition to Sikma's 28 points, 
Gus Williams chipped in 19 points 
and Fred Brown added 17, Maurice 
Lucas had a strong night for the 
'Blazers as he poured i 20 points and 
hauled down 16 rebounds in a very 
balanced effort at both ends of the 
court 
With their win on Wednesday, the 
Sonics have extended their home 
winning streak to 16 games in a row. 
But now comes the big test as the 
series again moves to Portland for 
game five on Sunday. If the Blazers 
win the next one, then the series 
again returns to Seattle for game six 
and if it goes that far, the seventh 
game will be played in Portland. But I 
wouldn't count on it. Sorry Sy. 
Lacross wins in Seattle 
Sonics Take The Lead Women Netters Run 
What's UP(S) 
Cyclists off to the races 
UPS will play host for the first day 
of this year's Tacoma Bicycle Stam-
pede on Saturday, April 29 Begin-
nins with registration at 8 a.m., the 
day will be filled with races and 
novelty events for amateur and 
professional cyclists. 
The Races, sponsored by the 
Tacoma Wheelmen, are scheduled to 
begin in the Todd Hall Parking lot at 
8.30 a.m. 
Ron Kallsen, a UPS Sophomore 
and coordinator of the event, says 
there will be two major events 
especially for UPS students. The 
"wheel-change race" is open to 
teams of four members and will 
measure their speed and coor-
dination in trading off the same front 
wheel in this special relay race. 
The "slow-race" is a test in pacing. 
The winner is the one to finish last. 
Kallsen says that this race will be 
especially difficult because "no part 
of the rider's body can touch the 
ground—or another rider at any time." 
The remainder of the day's events 
will feature licensed cyclists from 
Oregon, Washington, Idaho and 
British Colombia. As members of the 
United States Cycling Federation, 
they will be in competition for points 
needed to earn invitations to inter- 
national tours during the summer. 
The course is short. Each race is 
many laps through a serpentine 
tracek. The starting line is in the 
Todd Hall parking area 
Heading north through the parking 
lot towards Lawrence Street, riders 
will make a sharp right at 15th and 
proceed south to 11th_ 
At the corner of 11th, they will 
again turn right and ride up the hill 
past Seward and Regester. A final 
right turn will bring them back to the 
start. 
The deadline for registration is 5 
p.m. Friday, April 28. The entry fee is 
$.75. 
Sponsors of the event are 
requesting student cooperation in 
clearing the parking areas of Seward, 
Todd, and Regester. 
Sponsors of the event are 
requesting student cooperation in 
clearing the parking areas of Seward, 
Todd, and Regester. 
The course will be closed to 
automobile traffic between 8 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. on Saturday. Kallsen 
suggests that students who normally 
park their cars there and will be using 
them that day should use either the 
SUB or Thompson parking lots. 
Alethia 
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Recital held 
Pianist Maxine Shaw Garrison will 
present her senior recital at 8:15 p.m. 
on Friday, May 5 in Jacobsen Recital 
Hall. A student of professor Marc 
Taslitt, she is majoring in piano per-
formance. 
Summer in Tacoma? Student wishes 
to sub-let his fully-furnished Apt. for 
the 3 summer months. Near campus 
$110. Steve Fisher 272-3640 call 
eves. 
TEACHERS WANTED: West and 
other states. Placements since 1946. 
Bonded, Sciuthwest Teachers Agency, 
Box 4337, Albuquerque, N.M. 871% 
Lontact Lens Wearers. 
	 Save or 
brand name hard and soft lens sup-
plies. Send for free illustrated, 
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies, Box 
7453, Phoenix, Arizona 85011. 
Honda CL 175 runs, looks great, 
helmet, new battery, extra access .  
$295. Phone 474-6663(home and an-
swer service) 
UPS LAW STUDENTS Lome live at 
Lively Oakas Apartments. 7-minutes 
from campus. 	 Beautiful grounds, 
loads of recreational facilities, 
security guards and plenty to do, with 
full-time recreational director. 
Students get $50 off deposit. Rent 
from 5155. 584-9300. Located just 
behind Thunderbird Shopping Center 
at Steilacoom Blvd. and 83rd Ave, 
SW. Kids and pets ok. 
Smith-Corona typewriter, cartridge 
loaded. Excellent condition, 3 years 
old. $99 - Call Brad Severtson, X4291 
Summer jobs available: Data Collec- 
tion coders needed to work full-time 
in Washington court system. 
	 Ex- 
perience Preferred. S3 25/hr 
	 Ap- 
plications available at Placement of-
fice. 
by Elizabeth Branscomb 
Aletheia sponsored a lecture by Dr. 
Charles Marks on "Splitting Brains 
and Multiplying Minds," last 
Tuesday, April 25. Receiving his 
Ph.D. in 1973 from Cornell Univer-
sity, Marks is currently professor of 
Philosophy at the University of 
Washington. 
In the 1960's a Los Angeles resear-
ch team began experimenting with 
patients who had undergone com-
misurotomies. An operation in 
which the corpus callusum, the bun-
dle of nerve fiber connecting the two 
hemispheres of the cerebral cortex, is 
severed, a commisurotomy, ex-
plained Dr Marks, is performed in an 
attempt to correct uncontrollable 
epilepsy. By 1974, sixteen of these 
operations had been performed, 
resulting in a.complete disappearan-
ce of epilepsy from some patients 
and for others, a reduction in the 
number of epileptic attacks. 
The sixteen patients, when tested 
after the operation, failed to display 
any deviation from their normal, 
everyday behavior patterns. Under 
carefully controlled laboratory con-
ditions, however, some abnormalities 
appeared. Dr. Marks gave an exam-
ple. The words ", key ring" were 
flashed on a screen In front of the 
patient for one-tenth of a second so 
that the word key appeared only in 
the patients left visual field while the 
word ring appeared only in the 
right. When the subject was asked to 
reach into a box with his right hand 
and grab the object corresponding to 
the word which he saw on the screen, 
he removed a key. When asked to do 
so with his left hand, the patient 
grabbed a ring. This, explained Dr. 
Marks is because the right side of the 
brain, perceiving that which appears 
in the left visual field, controls the 
left hand. The opposite is true for the 
left side. 
It seems, continued Dr. Mark, that 
someone saw only the word "key" 
and someone saw only the word 
"ring," but no one saw the the words 
"key ring." Does that mean that 
there are two minds, two separate 
streams of consciousness? And if 
there are two minds after the 
operation, doesn't- that mean that  
there must have been two minds 
before? 
Dr. Marks contended that the split 
brain patient has only one mind but 
does experience occasions of 
disunified consciousness. 
Taking a conservative position, 
Marks does not feel that disunified 
consciousness is indicative of two 
minds or that the unity of the con-
sciousness has bearing on the unity 
of the mind 
Speaker chosen 
by Elizabeth Branscomb 
Approximately 560 UPS Seniors 
will be graduated on Saturday, May 
27 at 2 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. 
Kenneth Boulding, professor of 
economics at the University of 
Colorado, will be the commencement 
speaker. A former president of the 
American Economics Association, 
Boulding was a guest speaker for the 
UPS Winterim class, "You and Free 
Enterprise." He is also a fellow of the 
American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences and the Center of Advanced 
Study in Behavioral Sciences. He is 
author of  many books, including 
Economic Analysis , Economics of 
Peace, Disarmament and the 
Economy, Economy of Love and Fear, 
and Peace and the War Industry. 
Seniors are requested to contact 
either Kathy Poole, administrative 
commencement coordinator, or 
Eileen Stanley, student represen-
tative. 
Help wanted 
Volunteers are needed to help 
multiple sclerosis and arthritis 
patients enjoy exercise in the water at 
the Tacoma Family YMCA 
For further information please 
contact Kathleen Boone, Tacoma 
Family YMCA, 564-9662 .  
by Kendall Zellmar 
They both are from Portland, are 
musically talented, have the same 
major and share a common last 
name. They're roommates and 
hallmates, sophomores, partners and 
each other's best friend. Bookends 
they're not but rather Carol and 
Cathy Nilsen, twins. 
"It's different from being a regular 
sister," Carol noted about their 
relationship, "it's like, whenever you 
need someome, they're there ... It's 
very close ... It's a closeness you can't 
get any other way." 
"Of anyone, even our parents," 
Cathy added, coming in late, "we 
know each other by far the best. We 
tell each other just about everything 
... We're individualistic enough to 
know that there are certain things 
that you don't -need to mention." 
You don't feel dependent upon 
each other, then? "No, huh-uh, not 
dependent," Carol responded. "We 
enjoy being with each other, but 
we're not dependent upon each 
other," Cathy finished. "Except," the 
former added, "for our guitar 
playing, because we have duets ... 
everything's duet." 
The Nilsens do quite a bit of guitar 
and vocal work outside of their dual 
majors of piano pedagogy. "It's fun-
ny," Cathy said, "even though our 
major and our serious work is in 
piano, we do all of out entertaining 
with guitar." The twin's steadiest 
employer for their music is also their 
manager and Cathy's boss during the 
summer. "We're always up at the 
Jensen's house," Carol ,ioted about 
him, "he always has a lot of people 
from his business (over), he's the 
president of Gran Tree Furniture 
Rental .. we always have dinner 
music for them." 
Cathy pointed out that dinner par-
ties are not the only occasions they 
play for, performing, during the 
summer, up to four times a week. 
"We've done," she noted, "weddings, 
funerals, parties, women's meetings, 
conferences, we've done all kinds of 
stuff." 
As for variety of music, they play, as 
Carol put it, "styles like Neil 
Diamond type or folk or James 
Taylor ... really easy listening. We 
write a lot of our own music ... that's 
what's the neatest, to do what we 
write, because everything we write is 
usually dedicated to someone." 
What about telepathy, it's been 
said that twins often have a special 
sort of 'feeling' or mental link with  
each other. Is it true? "Oh yea," 
Cathy replied, "a lot of times it's fun-
ny, because we'll be sitting there and 
for no reason we'll start singing the 
same song in the same key." "People 
will say something to us," Carol ad-
ded, "and we'll say the exact same 
(thing), (at the) exact (same) time, 
exact fluctuation of the voice ... we 
do read each other very well, 
probably because we understand 
each other so well and we can tell." 
On the subject of their likenesses 
and differences, Carol noted that, 
"personality wise, we have the same 
interests, same values and basicly 
same ideas, but we really do live such 
different lifestyles ... we do such dif-
ferent things ... Cathy's, in a way, 
The Board of Student Com-
munications has voted to retain 
Patrick Scofield as a member of the 
BSC, according to Scott Jackson, in a 
report to student senate, Tuesday, 
April 25. Scofield had been under 
fire for his letters to the Editor in the 
TRAIL, in which he expressed disap-
proval of the way Carl Assam was 
heading up KUPS. In retaining 
Scofield, the BSC said they would 
talk to him about his conduct. Jeff 
Koontz made the point that student 
senate should remove Scofield from 
the BSC if they felt that was 
necessary Jackson suggested the 
senators get feedback from several 
liasion groups on campus on this  
more of a lady and I'm more or a 
sporty person." "I can be sporty 
too,"Cathy added, "and she can be a 
lady, except on the whole, on the 
whole that's where the diversity 
comes from People really know the 
differences in our personalities by 
that." 
Variation on the inside, no doubt, 
but the outside? — how does one tell 
them apart? "Look at the differences 
in our faces," Carol said, "they're 
totally different. Our noses and the 
shape of our faces are different  " 
"Carol's is longer," Cathy added, 
"mine is a little squarer." Luckily for 
this reporter, so are their voices .. 
different sounding over tape. 
Student senate discussed the 
project of putting lights on the tennis 
court for night use The cost is 
58,000. The Board of Trustees is get-
ting input from the senate, and will 
be meeting again in May, to consider 
some more proposals from the 
senate. 
Executive Committee of student 
senate is planning on staying around—
campus for most of the summer. 
Some of the projects they want to 
work on for next year have to do with 
the re-arranging of the TRAIL and 
(yearbook) offices to downstairs in 
the SUB. Both Media would use joint 
off ices and both would use a joint 
darkroom. 
Scofield, Lights, Action 
Cathy and Carol Nilson 
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GET PSYCHED FOR 
SPRING WEEKEND 
at 
TAVERN 
LOGGER NIGHT „
Show your special love by 
giving mother a beautiful 
Fuchsia Hanging Basket. 
They are large and colorful 
at a special price you can afford. 
UPS BOOKSTORE 
For the FIRST TIME in 
STEREOPHO SOUND iiere 
PE [X1 ALYU I ",,9 
The ultimate in sight 
and sound 
with Leopold Stokowski and the Philadelphia Orchestra 
TOCCATA & FUGUE IN D MINOR 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
/.44••n 
M14RITE OF SPRING —lc 
' 9 THE NUTCRACKER SUITE 
Piotr Ilkh Tchaikovsky 
Igor St ravinsky 
THE PASTORAL SYMPHONY 
I udwig van Beethoven 
WALT DISNEY'S 
NIGHT ON BALD MOUNTAIN 
Modest e Moussorgsks 
THE SORCERER'S APPRENTICE 
Paul Dukas 
DANCE OF THE HOURS 
Arndt are Pont hieNi 
AVE MARIA 
Fran, Schubert 
Original sound trot k album available on Vista Het ords 
VINIA DISIIIIKOTION o INc 
e wail I A.., 
Group Rates Available! 
Before 5 p.m., Call 565-6233, 
Evenings - Call Theatre 
Fri: 4:30, 7:00,9:15 
	 Special Fri. & Sat.1 	 La kewood 
    Center 
Sat: 12 noon, 2:15, 4:30, 7:00, 9:15 Midnight Show; I 
CHID 
588-3500 Sunday Matinees from noon on -Just $2.00- 
